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Includes Full Battlefield2042 Standard Edition PC Game Code The limited edition WD_BLACK SN750
SE NVMeSSD Battlefield2042 PC Game Code2 Bundle includes a code for the full PC download of the
latest entry in the award-winning game franchise. (Full game not available until November 19, 2021)
Battlefield 2042 open beta downloads also went live from Oct. 5, providing a window to preload the

title before you join its multiplayer action. The preload went live 24 hours before early access
commenced, or 72 hours for those joining via its broader open beta rollout. After-loading the

download, youll find a folder titled \"Battlefield2042\". Inside that folder is all the game youll need to
play. The package contains data that youll need to play, but dont include the game itself. All players
have access to both standard and premium versions of Battlefield 2042, although players with a Pro

Plus subscription can also get access to the VR or spectator mode. Battlefield Tweak is also a
download, but it doesn't provide you with a Game Code for the PC game. This allows you to choose

your settings and apply them to all of your Battlefield sessions, as opposed to only to individual
games. Battlefield Tweak works the same on the Xbox One, PlayStation 4, and PC, but it's not a

PlayStation Network title or a retail game. See our entry in the Battlefield Tweak Review for more
details. Includes Battlefield Account The latest title update for Battlefield gives you a Battlefield

Account so you can have a one-stop account for all your gaming. It allows you to download the game
on all your platforms, like your Xbox One, PS4, PC, and Nintendo Switch. Youll receive a Battle Points

Voucher which you can use on the official website or in the PlayStation Store. This allows you to
easily purchase new weapons, Battlepacks, and other in-game items. It also lets you participate in

the qualification system to earn some gear.
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This might be a long download.
MMORPG.com conducted a

comprehensive performance analysis
using a PlayStation 5 and Xbox Series X

S to show how Battlefields next-gen
version will perform, and it certainly

looks like it will be noticeably faster than
the current generation of consoles.

While you can expect better
performance from the PlayStation 5, the
Xbox Series X S performance is close to
what PC users have with top graphics

cards. Battlefield 2042 Standard Edition
includes the following: Full PC download
of the latest entry in the award-winning
game franchiseBurnout™-inspired FP4™

multiplayer experienceOver 10,000
customizable weaponsOver 100 high-
performance vehiclesUnique weather
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systemsVisual fidelity never before seen
in a PC gameArcade-style aerial

combatArmored vehiclesCity-based
combatEndless war scenarios Optimized

for all PC configurations and NVIDIA
GeForce RTX™ 2060 Super, NVIDIA

RTX™ 2070 Super, NVIDIA RTX™ 2080
Super, NVIDIA GTX™ 1060 6 GB, NVIDIA
GTX™ 1060 3 GB, NVIDIA GTX™ 1050,
or NVIDIA GTX™ 1050 60 fps (frames

per second) in the midst of combat with
up to 128 players on high-fidelity
environments Next-gen AI-driven

players that adapt to all scenarios as
they progress through the game

Enhanced single-player experience
Single-player campaign with accessible

difficulty levels for new players New real-
world setting, Four Hills, with military,

civilian, and industrial zones Fully
remastered core mechanics and core

gameplay experience New cooperative
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and competitive game modes
Implemented all-new campaigns set in
the Four Hills multiplayer environment

Implemented all-new Core game
mechanics including character

progression, leveling and customization
systems Implemented a persistent social

and dedicated server API New true-to-
time movement and controls New
gameplay elements Rebalanced

weapons to create balanced combat in
different scenarios Rebalanced the

physics-based vehicles based on the
Burnout™ arcade formula Accessible

difficulty levels for the new single-player
campaign mode Experience two-player
co-op missions on Battlefield®’s largest
maps ever New customizable Loadout

System with thousands of items
(unlocks and available bonuses once the
game is released) Unlock and battle in
over 100 high-performance vehicles
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Experience the campaign from the WW1
era, as the entire battle takes place in
the city of Novi Sad. Choose from 105

historically accurate vehicles and
engage your opponents in a variety of

combat scenarios – all in a richly
detailed environment Battle on land,

sea, and air across gigantic maps
Experience the action of 1943 with an all-

new weather system Play at your own
pace with no limitations of time or any

matchmaking restrictions Play in a
constantly changing environment

featuring hundreds of new, procedurally
generated map features Experience four

distinct seasons of all-new weather
Battle with an authentic weapon’s

replica – a real shotgun or machine gun
Online multiplayer is powered by the

new dedicated servers, with dedicated
server pricing starting at $7.99/month,

with plans starting as low as $2.
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